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Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed, as long as the images are entirely different concepts.. Images
should include some kind of visual wedding reference(s) The original captured image (in RAW or jpg) must be available if
requested by the IPC committee.. All processing, manipulation, and printing or rendering were done by the entrant or under
their direct supervision.. Guide images must be included on the face of the entry Entrants need to be PPA members to compete
in the Artist Competition.. Print entries must be mounted on a standard mount material (double weight matboard, gator board,
¼” foam, or Sintra).

No mount that could potentially damage other entries or pose a danger to print handlers will be accepted.. These photographic
elements must be shown in a guide image The purpose of this category is to allow makers to enter everyday images that may
contain digital backgrounds or other photographic elements not created by the entrant.

NOTE: For physical print entries, the digital file submitted MUST match both the image and presentation.. )Once an image has
been awarded an exhibition merit in any category of PPA competition, it may not be entered again in any other category, at any
time, by any entrant.

Each file must contain an embedded color profile of either sRGB or Adobe RGB1998 and be saved at a JPEG quality setting of
10.. No image that receives a merit may be entered more than once under any condition, including any image from a merited
album.. If an entry, in the good-faith opinion of the IPCC, violates copyright, trademark, or any other applicable law, that entry
shall not be displayed or published.. Any entry that has been created from an existing photograph, portrait, graphic, or any other
artwork produced by another person is a violation of the competition rules and will not be judged, accepted, or displayed.

Images on metal and mounted to another standard material must have rounded corners and smooth edges.. File specifications are
the same as under the Digital Submission categories If a print is submitted and correctly entered, the print will be judged.. No
changes to your entry are permitted once the entry deadline has passed No refunds will be issued after the entry fee is paid.. All
images submitted must be self-directed Entries of the same subject in multiple images will be allowed as long as the images are
entirely different concepts.. Files are to be numbered in viewing order using two digits, i e , 01 jpg, 02 jpg, 03 jpg, etc.. Entrants
are required to upload a digital file for each image (print or file) entered.. A digital reference file must be submitted with each
entry This file must match the submitted print entry, both image, and presentation (if a real mat is used on the print, a
reasonable facsimile must be used in the digital file).. The entrant has obtained and has access to all necessary releases (model or
property) and agrees to hold PPA harmless against all claims and liabilities arising out of PPA’s display, publication, and
promotion or other use of each image submitted to PPA. e10c415e6f 
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